Recommendations have become a very important part of everyone's life as today we have a huge number of options for a particular product and choosing the one which meets our need is monotonous. Also, movies have become a very popular form of entertainment in the modern world. However manually searching for movies of our interest from such a mammoth set of present movies can be a tedious task. Movie recommendation System plays an important role in this scenario therefore the proposed system helps the user in selecting movies of their choice by collecting the user data and then analysing their preferences and collecting various related data to use in our algorithm to then recommend the best possible movies to the user. Weights are assigned to the various preferences in order to get the best possible results. To implement the proposed system the Apache Spark framework is used. The language used to implement the system is Scala which is the native language in which Spark has been implemented. We will also use the capabilities of MLLib which is the Machine Learning Library of Spark to implement the system. Many algorithms from MLLib will be used. The expected model would be able to propose movies to the user from a predefined dataset according to his preferences in a very short span of time i.e. -the model will give really good performance as compared to already existing systems. Index Terms-Apache Spark, MLLib, Recommender system, Scala
NTRODUCTION
In this modern era, with the advancement in technology internet has become an important part of everyone's daily life. Due to increase in technology and communication between people and devices the amount of data availability is growing constantly. Modern consumers are flooded with options in every field right from looking for a hotel, study materials or buying something online. So, companies have deployed recommendation system to help their users which has also added to the economy of some e-commerce.
Recommendation system contains simple algorithms so that it can recommend user with relevant items by collecting user data and discovering data patterns in the data set and filtering user related data. Many research have been going on this area. Recommendation system has also been applied to many fields and one of those fields is movie recommendation system so that it can improve user experience. There are varieties in movies like educational, thriller, entertainment movies. It can also be classified by their genre like comedy, horror, thriller etc. Due to this large no of options, choosing the favorable one is a troublesome job. There are two approaches for recommendation (1) . Content based approach in this we create a user profile for each user and use movie features which is pre-determine to generate user preferences. (2) . Collaborative approach which produces recommendation based on the knowledge of the user attitude to items. The proposed model uses item based collaborative model using the Apache Spark framework [1] . Apache Spark is a recent technology for the processing on Big Data which keeps the data it is processing, in the RAM until it needs to be evacuated and provides much better performance as compared to the traditional frameworks. Spark which has Spark streaming capabilities which enables it to process incoming data on the go. It also provides real time streaming as compared to the old concepts which provided batch systems. Spark uses RDD (Resilient Distributed Datasets) and data frames. A Dataset is a distributed collection of data. Dataset is a new interface added in Spark 1.6 that provides the benefits of RDDs (strong typing, ability to use powerful lambda functions) with the benefits of Spark SQL's optimized execution engine. A Dataset can be constructed from JVM objects and then manipulated using functional transformations (map, flatMap, filter, etc.). The main abstraction Spark provides is a Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD), which is a collection of elements partitioned across the nodes of the cluster that can be operated on in parallel. RDDs are created by starting with a file in the Hadoop file system (or any other Hadoop-supported file system), or an existing Scala collection in the driver program, and transforming it. Users may also ask Spark to persist an RDD in memory, allowing it to be reused efficiently across parallel operations. Finally, RDDs automatically recover from node failures. Spark machine learning libraries (Spark MLLib) which helps us in recommendation of more accurate movies is also used. MLLib's goal is to make practical machine learning scalable and easy.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Many algorithms have been developed in recent times to generate movie recommendations all differing by small factors. Bobin K' Sunny et al. [1] used Apache Spark to developed a TV channel recommendation system using Apache Spark's streaming capabilities to increase the velocity of data transmission to cope up with real time recommendations. Md. Tayeb Himel et al. [2] developed a system by monitoring the users actions and then assigning weights to the movies depending on those actions. The recommender system internally uses the k-means ISBN: 978-81-936820-0-5 Proceedings DOI: 10.21467/proceedings.1 Series: AIJR Proceedings algorithm to form the required clusters and then to provide the necessary recommendations. Shreya Jain et al.
[3] devised a hybrid approach using collaborative filtering and content-based filtering using Support Vector Machine as a classifier and genetic algorithms and comparative results were an improvement in the quality, accuracy and capability of the movie recommender as compared to traditional approaches. We try to implement a model which utilizes the Cosine similarities metric to group similar movies, depending on the movie pairs and user ID pairs. We will use the inbuilt Spark Resilient Distributed Dataset(RDD) data structures to make our working easier. The data used has been downloaded from the Grouplens website which is run by the University of Minnesota. The Apache Spark platform clubbed with the use of Scala language provides a tremendous speed boost.
PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN
There are no specific criteria for a recommendation to be correct or incorrect. The accuracy of the results depends on its acceptance by the user. 2 out of 3 movies watched on Netflix are recommended. Similarly, other sites also have their own criteria for generating recommendations. The recommendation model needs to provide as accurate predictions possible in the least possible time. The system we build runs on the Apache Spark framework. We can either perform distributed computing on Spark or even computation on a local system using all the available cores. We would be using the latter to implement our small scale model but it can easily be upgraded for a larger model using distributed systems due to Spark's flexibility and ease of use. Spark is easy to install and use and also can deal with a large variety of data such as structured, unstructured, etc. Spark also contains in built machine learning libraries which contain several ready to use machine learning algorithms. Either these libraries(MLLib) can be used or an algorithm can be formulated. The proposed model uses the latter approach for better understanding of the process adopted. The data set consists of various files such as the data file which consists of the userID, movieID and the ratings the user gives. A genre file consists of the different genres along with integer codes. There are a total of 19 genres. An item file consists of the mappings between the movie IDs and user names and which also contains a '1' for all the genres to which it belongs to, else a '0' is present in that field.. This file also contains the date of release for the various movies. A movie may belong to more than 1 genre. The training and test data can also be split in different ways and tested for accuracy. In our case we would be using an 80% training -20% test data split. This can be changed to different combinations in different approaches.
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The basic working of the model is explained below:
Fig. 1 : Basic architecture of the model
The spark context is created using every available core of the local machine. Spark has inbuilt commands to start this context. The data i.e. the actual ratings file is then loaded up into the system where it will be cached. A map of the movie IDs to movie names is created as a key value pair in the form of: userID => (movieID, ratings).
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A map of Integers to Strings i.e. from movieIDs to movie names is created from the items file. For this step we emit every movie rated together by the same user. We use a self-join to find every combination to achieve this aim. This point our RDD consists of userID => ((movieID,rating), (movieID, rating)). Every pair of movies that we can evaluate that are similar to each other have to be found out. Then the duplicate pairs are removed to make the later processing easier by having less data to deal with. This can be achieved by eliminating all pairs in which movieID1 < movieID2. Everything is later keyed by (movieID, movieID) pairs. This will help us in later computations. Now we have (movieID1, movieID2) => (rating1, rating2) pairs. Then we collect all ratings for each pair and compute similarity. For this we collect all the ratings from users who have watched both movies in the pair. At this point we have a list of all the movies and another list of all the respective ratings. The Proposed Approach for the model is shown in the below:
The next step involves computing the similarities. For this we will use the Cosine Similarity metric which is one of the many similarity metrics available in Machine Learning. Cosine similarity is a measure of similarity between two non-zero vectors of an inner product space that measures the cosine of the angle between them. For computing the Cosine Similarity, we can assume Vectors in a higher dimensional space. The cosine of these vectors measures how
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(1) This value will be stored in the cache since it will be used more than once. After extract the similarities we get the movies similar to the movies that we pass as the argument. We find all the pairs that contain the given movie. After this step we refine the results by eliminating the results that have below a minimum threshold rating. This ensures the minimum quality of the recommendation list. Then finally we display the top 10 movies based on the highest rating that could be recommended for that particular user.
FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
Several methods can be used to enhance the quality of the aforementioned recommended system. Some of the improvements may include:
• Attain the perfect clean dataset containing details of almost all movies to attain accurate results.
• Run the platform on a distributed cluster. This will greatly improve the performance, however it comes with the trade-off of having to pay extra charges for the usage of online clusters. As we improve the number of nodes in the clusters the cost will also increase.
• Discard bad ratings -Only recommend good movies.
• Try different similarity metrics. These can include Pearson Correlation Coefficient, Jaccard Coefficient, Conditional Probability etc. An optimum metric is tough to predict. Different metrics may give different results depending on the datasets used.
• Adjust the thresholds for minimum co-raters or minimum scores.
• Invent a new similarity metric that takes the number of users into account.
• Adjust the training and test ratios t5o find the optimum results.
• Spark's Machine Learning Libraries (MLLib) can also be used to reduce the size of the code and make it easier.
• To make the system diversifiable so that it can satisfy users of different geographical locations.
CONCLUSION
We have modeled a system which provides outputs i.e. movie recommendations at a very good speed because of the Apache Spark framework used. We will implement this on a small scale but is highly scalable and can be performed on distributed clusters as well. Also we will ISBN: 978-81-936820-0-5 Proceedings DOI: 10.21467/proceedings.1
Series: AIJR Proceedings implement the system on MovieLens dataset but can also be applied on other datasets. The proposed algorithm is self designed but we can also easily design the system using Spark's MLLib to implement the system. Also various variations to the metrics and algorithms can be used to enhance performance since there is no single fixed algorithm that provides best results. We can conclude by saying that our proposed system is pretty efficient when compared to existing systems but can be enhanced even further.
